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About This Game

In Pipejob you become a plumber locked in the bathroom.
Replace or fix the pipes and upgrade them!

Unclog the toilet and try not to drown in poo!
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Find your artistic spirit and create your own poo painting in separate game mode.
You can save your artwork and display it in the Gallery of Poo.

Survive the longest you can and beat the world record!
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its a really nice game although you can only play the free champs unless you pay for them...
not really but you get around 10 DD per match and a new hero costs 1050 i mean it wouldn't even be ok if u didn't have to wait
5 minutes in qeue to find a game...
BUT...
its REALLY funny to play with friends its fast and overall just enjoyable to play.
i wish the developers would lower the costs but besides that i don't really find anything to criticize.
nice job

AND PLEASE ADD BETTER CHARACTER DISCRIPTIONS.
unless u play them through free week u have no clue what a character can do.
i mean take a look at the goblin. it says increased damage for collecting coins. But you do also get movement speed attackspeed
and you fire muliple bullets at once. and you dont know that until u play him. Zerado. Nice Game.. The Seven Years War is a
very fun historical game. The battles are intense, but take tactical ability to win. The Grand Campaign allows for greater nation
planning, while trying to conquer enemy land to expand your great Empire. Army management is necesary to win the war. The
campaigns are also very historical as you try to complete the historical nations goals and try to come out as one of the victorious
nations in the Seven Years War. There are fun historical battles to recreate, or you can attempt to win as the historical loser of
the battle. The economic mechanics seem like an afterthought to the player, but they can still be enjoyable to play around with.
The variaty of playable nations is one of the best parts of the game, because of the historical roleplay and the changing
objectives that freshen the game up when you are bored with one nation. It's a brilliant mod of Portal, well worth your time.
While it can be completed within a matter of hours, it gets your brain thinking. Ergo, it's difficult but this is why I like it.. It is
an avarage adventure game but this isn't a bad thing. The bad thing is it crashes so many times that you cannot finish it. I've tried
some patches but no good. Stay away.. So having played Tempest some, I decided to see what other people were saying about
the DLC.

I'm glad people are enjoying it, but I feel like recommending DLC purely based on how it feels rather than how it plays is kinda
unhelpful. Sure, the scenario of the Fomorians is interesting- but the actual gameplay is four different ships of very similar
styles across every faction other than the specific naval faction. Doesn't help that it feels pointless trying to get involved in naval
activity without going all-in with it, and there's so many badly balanced parts of the DLC- like the sea monster, which has
cropped up in my local ocean every game so far; or the dust focal cannons, which for some reason do about a quarter of their
listed damage for no apparent reason; or the endless supplies of Fomorian ships who will immediately take that facility you just
did a quest to get on your side.

Even if the fluff of it is interesting- and honestly, this is the main reason I play Endless Legend, the worldbuilding is great- the
gameplay isn't enough to carry it off.. Star Trek Bridge Crew is a very strong step in the right direction for VR games at this
point in time. This title feels like and plays like a quality made game and one of the first like it to come out for VR. Star Trek
Bridge Crew sets a new standard for my future expectations of VR titles to come. Playing as a "NON-StarTrek fan" I would still
highly recommend this game and is absolutely worth the higher price. It's about time a solid game like this one gets in our hands
for use with these new and developing VR platforms.

My faith in VR gaming has been restored for sure.. This game is horrible, there is absolutely nothing to do but to eat carrots and
got through a portal, and also the trading cards are broken. 0.1\/10
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The last 2 levels are so hard!. 20 min to complete.. nothing makes sense.. not really fun at all.. refund time. This game takes me
back to the good old days playing Final Fantasy I. But this is not just a regeneration of FF\u2026 this is a JRPG on steroids with
all those modern features that you would have loved back in the day. Pick your party, pick your difficulty, pick your encounter
rate\u2026 there is so much customization.

Here a list of what I like so far:

1)\tCustomization\u2026 there\u2019s a lot of it!
2)\tIncredible attention to detail. The first town is huge and filled with a wide variety of characters.
3)\tBeautiful mapping \u2013 The towns and dungeons and nicely laid out.
4)\tMost importantly\u2026 an extremely well-balanced battle system\u2026

I have to go into a little bit more depth on the battle system because it deserves it. It easily rivals, if not betters (blasphemy, I
know), our childhood favorites like Chrono Trigger or FF III.

First of all, you build your characters based on Ability Points. Each time you level up, you get an allotment and then it\u2019s
up to you to create your character. I really love this flexibility\u2026 even though I\u2019ve selected a specific class, there are
many ways that I could build them. In my first playthrough, I\u2019m building a classic style Knight with plenty of attack, but
I\u2019d like to experiment with a tanky build.

Secondly skills are learned by earning Skill Points in battle (or purchasing orbs at stores). You can pick the skills that are most
useful to you, or you can get them all if you\u2019re a completionist like me =).

I\u2019ve picked Hard for my first playthrough, and I have to say, it feels just right. In a lot of the games I\u2019ve played in
the past, I end up overleveled because I fully explore each area, so having the ability to bump up the enemy strength is great!

There is also a synthesis system that I haven\u2019t explored too much yet, but looks really interesting.

All in all, this game is exactly what I\u2019ve been looking for and I\u2019m really looking forward to playing through the rest.

I give it 9\/10!
. I was curious and played the demo. I really enjoyed some of the characters, and the story was enough to get me interested in
purchasing the full version, so I did. Both the characters and the plot really grew on me and I was engaged enough to follow
through to many of the endings, will likely play through eventually to all of them. Haven't been that interested in visual novels
up to this point, this one is definitely an interesting story that keeps you guessing and has both some messed up and comedic
moments. It was all text, no voice acting, but I tend to prefer text because I like imagining what the voices sound like myself, so
that didn't bother me.. This game is still fun and amazing! What I love the most is the dilogs and the different accents. There is
even accent for French version. Great game !. This is a fun and exciting game with a challenge, it's not ridiculously challenging
though. Lots of games just make challenging platformers where timing and key presses have to be exact. This game instead is
about your reflexes and focus, it's simple, but not too simple and becomes almost addicting because of the simplicity.. A simple
but engaging economy game, nice way to wile away the the hours in a fairly relaxing game. Not as complex as some economy
games, but that's a good thing sometimes.. I purchased this game on sale having absolutely no experience, virtually or physically,
ever driving a train. I was also put off by the staggering number of recent negatives reviews for this game and the mixed
reception overall, where many people complained about the lack of optimisation, DLC quantity and price points, graphics
quality, and generally poor experience offered in TS 2019. However, the prospect of parting with \u00a37.49 for almost
\u00a3120 worth of content was simply too tempting for me to pass up; having played it for a few hours, I'm glad I did.

These days, the shear amount of games, and entertainment in general, is absolutely baffling. It's good to see these simulator
games surfacing as alternatives to the modern, popular, and horrendously archetypal features that seem to demand our constant
attention. TS 2019 provides, in my opinion, a great experience to the world of vintage and modern locomotion in a well-
simulated environment with a huge range of options to customise the experience you as a player want. Instead of viewing the
514 items of DLC as a negative, as the majority of reviews I read have portrayed, I see this as a  HUGE positive: you as the
player can choose  exactly how much of this content you want to complete your experience. Whether that's \u00a37.50 or
\u00a37500, it really doesn't matter to me; your hobbies are your business, as are your finances.
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I suspect a small number of negative reviews address the issue of accessibility. I will preface this point by readdressing my
entry into TS 2019:  "absolutely no experience." TS 2019 offers an extensive tutorial to operating all types of locomotives
and understanding the signals on the railway and how to respond to them in the Academy mode. I emphasise the word 
 extensive; it took me a couple of hours to finish all the Academy tasks, and I'm very glad I did. Without it, I would have
never completed my first real driving scenario. Having said that, I completely understand the perspective of an individual
who simply doesn't have the time or the patience to undergo this level of virtual schooling. However, given the TS 2019 genre
and demographic, it would perhaps be prudent for such individuals to evaluate whether or not such an experience would be
'up your street', so to say.

Finally, I will address performance issues. My TS 2019 installation is stored on a 240GB SSD running on a Ryzen 5 2400G
CPU (4 Cores @ 3.6GHz), 16 GB RAM (2 x 8 GB @ 2400 MHz) and an ASUS Radeon R9 290 DirectCU II graphics card
(GDDR5 4 GB @ 1000 MHz): a fairly respectable system I've upgraded gradually over a few years. As indicated in the
System Requirements for TS 2019, the 64-bit edition offers greater performance for my Windows 10 machine thanks to the
additional memory allocation. The game runs at a smooth frame rate and delivers acceptable visuals, but nothing
spectacular.

If you are interesting in trying out train simulation experiences, I would say this is a great place to start. For those of you
with more experience, perhaps explore what this game has to offer before dismissing it on the points mentioned in the horde
of negative reviews.
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